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Abstract

The aim of this project was to define, implement and evaluate a physics-
based model, which would only require small amounts of manual input, for
fitting a mesh to facial scans. Our idea was to use a mesh built of springs,
and simulate mechanical forces on the mesh to fit it to scan data.

The locations of some predefined key facial features, the only manual in-
put needed, served as hard constraints for an initial rough fit. A finer and
more detailed fit was obtained by applying an imagined force field from the
scan data on the mesh. Despite some irregularities in the results, to which
we have suggested possible solutions or model improvements, the approach
appears to be viable.

Sammanfattning

Syftet med projektet var att definiera, implementera och utvärdera en fysik-
baserad modell, som skulle kräva endast en liten mängd manuellt arbete,
för anpassning av en digital ansiktsmask till data från en 3D-scanner. Vår
idé var att använda en mask uppbyggd av fjädrar, och simulera mekaniska
krafter på masken för att forma den efter data.

Det enda manuella arbete som krävdes var att pricka ut positionerna för
några fördefinierade karakteristiska punkter i ansiktet, vilka användes som
randvillkor för en första ungefärlig anpassning. En bättre och mer detaljrik
anpassning erhölls sedan genom att införa ett kraftfält från datapunkterna
till masken. Trots en del oegentligheter i slutresultatet, för vilka vi föreslagit
möjliga lösningar eller förbättringar i modellen, verkar det vara ett gångbart
tillvägagångssätt.
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1 Introduction
Digital 3D models of human faces, based on data from facial scans, are widely
used in the entertainment industry, for example to create game characters
and special effects in movies. With 3D cameras and scanners, such as motion
sensitive gaming devices, becoming more common in everyday life of the
consumers, the number of possible applications for digital face models will
likely increase. However, traditional methods for creating and animating
digital models of human faces require a lot of manual input, and are not time
efficient. The idea of this project was to implement a method for transferring
scan data to a mesh model which would only require small amounts of manual
input.

Our approach to this was to use a physics-based mesh, a virtual rubber
mask, and fit it to data by simulating forces caused by displacement of ver-
tices as well as an external force field. The physics involved and the mesh
model, are described in detail in the section 3. A first rough fit is obtained
by applying displacements to a selected small set of vertices in the mask.
These displacements are the only manual input needed. After this, external
forces from an imagined force field generated by the scan data point cloud
are applied to the vertices of the mask.

2 Background
With the increasing importance of multimedia in modern society the demand
for various types of digital models for everyday objects is growing. Social
media, games and movies are all areas where animations of humans in general,
and facial animations in particular, have many possible applications.

Traditional methods for creating and animating digital models of human
faces are time consuming and require certain amounts of manual labour. This
includes designing, digitizing and animating a 3D facial mesh. Various model
ideas for how to deform the mesh, and avoid the manual work of deciding
which mesh vertices to displace for each face and expression, has been tried.
Previously explored ideas for facial modelling include, but are not limited
to, parameterized models, physics-based modelling of muscles and linear face
models [1].

An example of a traditionally used method for facial animation is morph
target animation [2]. The idea behind the technique is to interpolate between
a normal version of a mesh and a deformed version, the morph target. Ma-
nipulating the vertices of the morph target individually takes a lot of manual
work.
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3 Model
The aim of this project was to implement and analyse a physics-based model
for fitting a mesh to data from 3D facial scans. Using a relatively simple
mesh model (the rubber mask), we defined a number of reference vertices
(landmarks). The mathematical model, based on the physical characteristic
of the mask, uses the position of the landmarks to calculate the displacement
of all the other vertices of the mask. With the same landmarks specified in
a set of scan data, the mask can be automatically deformed to fit that data.

We implemented a model based on springs connecting the vertices of the
mask, as well as a force field from the data point set to the mask vertices,
and tried to determine if this approach for generating a mesh model from
scan data is viable. That is, if the quality of the resulting mesh relative to
the manual input required is sufficient.

Some terminology:

• The mask refers to the set of vertices and springs that form the mesh
to be adapted to the scan data.

• Mask landmarks refers to vertices in the mask that are fixed at the
corresponding points in scan data, called scan landmarks, prior to the
adaptation of the mask. They thereby fulfill the role of hard constraints
forcing key facial features in place. The scan landmarks are given as
user input.

3.1 Spring model

Every connection between two vertices in the mask was modelled as a spring
ruled by Hooke’s law F = k∆x, where F is the applied force, ∆x is the
change in length of the spring and k is the spring stiffness constant. Since
we were not trying to simulate the physics of a realistic face in terms of skin
elasticity k = 1 (N/m) was used for convenience. A compact description of
a 3D system of such springs can be obtained by three stiffness matrices, Kx,
Ky and Kz, one for each dimension. K here fills the role of k in Hooke’s
law [3]. The force on vertex i caused by displacing a connected vertex j an
amount ∆xj in the x direction is Fxi

= Kxi,j
∆xj. The force in the y and

z direction is calculated in the same way by replacing ∆xj with ∆yj and
∆zj respectively. In matrix form the systems of equations to be solved are
F x = Kx∆x, F y = Ky∆y and F z = Kz∆z.
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3.2 Force field model

In addition to the model of springs connecting the vertices of the mask, every
vertex in the mask was affected by a force field generated by scan data points.
The idea was to use this force field iteratively to give the mask an over all
closer fit to data. An attractive force, proportional to the distance between
the mask vertices and the scan data, will push the mask vertices closer to the
scan data by simply moving the mask vertices in the direction of the total
force from the springs and the force field. Since the force grows with the
distance it was important that the mask vertices only interacted with the
nearby parts of scan data.

4 Implementation
The purpose of landmarks in our implementation was to provide hard con-
straints and get key features of the scanned face copied to the mask for an
initial rough adaptation to data. To achieve this we chose the landmarks to
be the most characteristic points of a face or facial expression, such as the
tip of the nose and corners of the eyes and mouth. We used 14 landmarks,
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: A relatively simple mask and landmarks. The landmarks are
indicated by red dots.

Apart from the mask landmarks, which of course are specific to and has to
be defined for each mask, our implementation is independent of which mask
is used.
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The physics-based mesh fitting process consists of three steps:

• Data processing, where the landmark input is obtained from scan data
and the scan data is transformed to the coordinate system of the mask.

• A rough fit of the mask to scan data, by treating the mask as a truss
and calculating the new mechanical equilibrium after applying the dis-
placements of the mask landmarks.

• A refined fit of the mask to scan data, by applying an external force
field from the data points to the vertices of the mask.

4.1 Data processing

The data processing can be divided into two parts, identifying the position of
the landmarks and adjusting the data to the coordinate system of the mask.

Meshlab [4] was used to obtain the scan data landmarks. The data was
plotted and the points were selected with the PickPoints tool, which is shown
in figure 2. This generates a .pp-file with the landmark positions.

Figure 2: Selected scan landmarks

To make sure that the data and the mask had the same orientation, size
and origin, and that the coordinates of points in one set could be compared
with coordinates of points in the other, we transformed the scan data to the
coordinate system of the mask. The scan data points, as well as the scan
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data landmark positions were imported to Matlab [5]. In order to adjust the
data points to the coordinate system of the mask, we used 4 of the landmark
points as reference ((A) forehead, (B) under the nose, (C) left and (D) right
side of the nose respectively). The scale factor between the data and mask
was determined by the ratio of the distance between 2 of these reference
points (A and B) and the distance between the corresponding vertices in
the mask. The data set was rotated twice, first to align the line AB to the
same line in the mask. After translating both sets of points to have their
B-point at the origin we rotated the data set again, this time to align CD to
its corresponding line in the mask.

4.2 Mech fitting

4.2.1 Springs and landmarks

The K-matrices solely depend on the k-values of the springs and the geometry
of the system. The geometry of the system is easily described by the positions
of the vertices combined with a symmetric connection tensor C. Ci,j = 1 if
vertex i is connected to vertex j and otherwise Ci,j = 0, naturally Ci,i = 0 as
no vertices are connected to themselves. As the springs were not aligned to
the coordinate axes we had to compute the effective k-values, in other words
the values to be put in the K matrices. The effective k-values of the springs,
in the three directions of the coordinate system, are obtained by using the
projection of the springs on each coordinate axis as a scale factor for k. If
V i,j is the vector from vertex i to vertex j and ki,j is the stiffness constant of
the spring from vertex i to vertex j, the scale factor (∀ i 6= j) is

∆V i,j · x̂
|∆V i,j|

For i = j we want to know the force on vertex i when moving vertex i. In
this case the force on vertex i from a spring to a connected vertex m is the
same as if vertex m had been moved, but with the opposite sign. This is
true for all springs connected to vertex i and the total force on vertex i when
moved is the sum of these forces. This gives

Kxi,j
=

Ci,jki,j
∆V i,j ·x̂
|∆V i,j | if i 6= j

−
∑
n6=i

Kxi,n
if i = j

The displacement of some vertices, the landmarks, are known and thus
the systems of equations obtained from Hooke’s law need to be reduced
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since they contain equations with no unknowns. By removing the rows and
columns of the K matrices, corresponding to the known displacements, and
modifying F accordingly one get proper systems of equations. Assume that
the displacement ∆xn of vertex n is known. That implies that the n:th
column of the system of equations contain only known constants and they
can therefore be moved to the right hand side of the equation, in other
words be considered a part of the applied force. In practice this means
that Kxi,n

∆xn should be subtracted from Fi ∀ i and that the n:th row and
column of K should be removed. The procedure is then repeated for all
known displacements (for all landmarks). If the resulting system is solvable
the unknown displacements can be found using Gaussian elimination.

4.2.2 Iterative application of a force field

The force from a point in scan data on a vertex in the mask is proportional
to the distance between the point and the vertex and in the direction from
the vertex to the scan data point. To determine which points in scan data
that should exert a force on a given vertex in the mask we used a so called
k-nearest-neighbour search, a search for the k points that lay closest to a
given point. The result of a k-nearest-neighbour search is shown in figure 3.
If Ni is a list of the l nearest neighbours to vertex i, ni,m is the vector to
the m:th neighbour in Ni and vi is the position of vertex i, then the force
exerted on vertex i is

Ffield,i =
A

l

∑
Ni

ni,m − vi

A is an arbitrary constant used to set the balance between the magnitude
of the forces from the forcefield and the springs. The force is divided by l to
allow the same value of A independent of the number of nearest neighbours.

To calculate the forces from the springs in the mask the equilibrium state
of the mask was reset after calculating and applying the displacements caused
by moving the landmarks. This was done by calculating and saving the
lengths of all springs in the modified mask. The force from a spring on a
vertex is then proportional to the change in the length of the spring and
in the direction of the spring. Thus if L0 is the length of a spring in the
equilibrium state, L is the current length of the spring and v̂ is the unit
vector, in the direction of the spring towards the concerned vertex, the force
is F spring = k(L0 − L)v̂. If Si is a list of the springs connected to vertex i
and v̂m is the unit vector in the direction of the spring, the total spring force
on vertex i is
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F spring,i =
∑
Si

k(L0 − L)v̂m

Thus the total force on vertex i is

F tot,i = F field,i + F spring,i

Vertex i is then moved in the direction of the total force by simply adding
the vector BF tot,i to the position vector of vertex i. B is a constant used to
limit the possible changes in position. Since the process of calculating forces
and moving vertices is done multiple times we used B = 1

number of iterations .

Figure 3: The 15 nearest neighbours of each non landmark vertex in the
mask are marked by blue dots
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4.3 Visualization

By letting Matlab generate an obj.-file, which is a standard format for graphic
meshes and contains information about the location of every vertex in a mesh
as well as defining each polygon making up the surface of the mesh (by listing
the vertices serving as corners for each such polygon), the final visualization
of the mask fitted to data could be done in Meshlab [4].

5 Results
We have used two different masks, a simpler mesh with 104 vertices which
will be refered to as Candide, and a more detailed mesh with 3719 vertices
which will be refered to as Jane.

The three steps of the mesh fitting process is shown in figure 4a (where
the data has been transformed to the coordinate system of the mask), 4b
(where a rough fit has been made with the displacements of the landmarks)
and 4c (where the force field from the data points to the mask vertices has
been applied) for the Candide mask. The same results for the Jane mask is
shown in figure 5a, 5b and 5c respectively.

We used Meshlab to further visualize the results. In figure 6a and 6b the
Candide mask is shown, before and after fitting the mesh to scan data. The
same results for the Jane mask is shown in 7a and 7b respectively. All results
mentioned so far are for force field calculations based on the 15 nearest scan
data neighbours of each mask vertex.

For comparison, we also did a fit with the 50 nearest neighbours of each
mask vertex. The results of this are shown in figure 8 and 9.
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(a) Mask and data after rotating and scaling

(b) Mask and data after applying landmark displacements

(c) Mask and data after applying external force field

Figure 4: Results for the different steps of fitting the Candide mask to scan
data (the grey point cloud)
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(a) Mask and data after rotating and scaling

(b) Mask and data after applying landmark displacements

(c) Mask and data after applying external force field

Figure 5: Results for the different steps of fitting the Jane mask to scan
data (the grey point cloud)
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(a) Before fitting to scan data (b) The result after fitting to scan data

Figure 6: Result for the Candide mask

As can be seen in figure 6 the relatively simple Candide mask gave a
stylized digital model, which caught the main features of the scanned face,
but no finer details. As expected, the result of the significantly more detailed
mask Jane, in figure 7, is a lot closer to the original. However, with a
higher number of vertices in the mask the mesh fitting process takes longer
to complete. With 10 iterations of the force field calculation, taking the 15
nearest neighbours of each mask vertex into account, the time for fitting the
mesh and plotting it in Matlab was 110 to 120 seconds for the Jane mask,
to compare with 1 to 5 seconds for Candide.
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(a) Before fitting to scan data (b) The result after fitting to scan data

Figure 7: Result for the Jane mask

Some of the vertices on top of the head and around the edges of the face
in figure 7b has moved relatively far away from the the rest of mask. This is
due to the fact that the scan data included hair, whereas the masks did not;
our implementation does not take this into consideration but treats all data
points the same. The eyes in figure 7b also does not look right, this is due
to our model not taking eye movement into account.

As can be seen in figure 8 and 9, compared with figure 5c and 7b respec-
tively, a higher number of scan data neighbours results in a smoother surface,
but not as close a fit to data (most distinguishable around the area of the
nose).
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Figure 8: The Matlab result after fitting the Jane mask to scan data with
the 50 nearest neighbours in the force field calculation

Figure 9: The Meshlab result after fitting the Jane mask to scan data with
the 50 nearest neighbours in the force field calculation
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6 Discussion

6.1 Quality versus manual labour

The only manual input needed to fit a set of scan data point to an exist-
ing mask are the positions of the 14 defined landmarks. The quality of the
fit does depend on how carefully these points are chosen, as they serve as
hard constraints for the mathematical model by which the fit is calculated.
However, when chosen, it is an easy task to obtain the coordinates of land-
marks with a software such as Meshlab. All things considered, the amount
of manual labour required in our implementation is small.

The quality of the result in terms of facial details is, naturally, heavily
dependent on the detail level of the mask used. With a detailed mask there is
also a limit to which level of surface smoothness can be achieved in relation to
how close a fit is required. Both these qualities of a fit can not be maximized
at the same time since the smoothness of the adapted mask is controlled by
the number of nearest neighbours used in the iterative force field application.
As seen to the left in figure 10 few nearest neighbours allow for a closer fit
around areas of the scan data with large curvature, whereas using a larger
number of nearest neighbours (shown to the right in the same figure) might
make a close fit impossible.

Figure 10: The green dot is a mask vetrex, black dots represent scandata
ploints, red dots are the nearest neighbours of the mask vertex and the blue
dot shows the position of the mask vertex after it has been displaced by the
force field.

This is due to the fact that every mask vertex is moved towards a weighted
mean of its nearest neighbours. If the number of neighbours is too large it
will result in points positioned in directions other then towards the edge one
want to adapt the mask to being counted as neighbours. Hence the weighted
mean is moved away from the actual edge. However, if the curvature is small
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this is not as much of a problem. In that case we can obtain a smoother
surface by using a large number of nearest neighbours, as two mask vertices
close to each other will share some of their neighbours and get affected by
less varying displacements.

Another important parameter in the force field model is the strength
of the force field in relation to the stiffness of the springs. That relation
is controlled by setting the value of A

k
(see section 4.2.2). The extreme

A
k
→ 0 implies that the force field is negligible and this case is therefore not

interesting. However if A
k
→ ∞ the spring forces are negligible and can be

ignored when applying the force field. Ignoring the springs yields a smoother
surface as the spring forces in some cases might amplify the forming and
maintaining of wrinkles. On the other hand the risk of getting an uneven
distribution of mask vertices across the surface of the face is increased, due
to the loss of structure in the mask.

An important property of a mesh fitting implementation such as ours is
speed. Speed requirements of course varies a lot between applications. A real
time application, for example, would need a really fast mesh fitting process,
whereas for other types of applications it might not be as important. Our
implementation, in its current state, takes a couple of minutes to generate
the fitted mesh for a detailed mesh. However, it could be improved to run
faster with the same result by optimization of the Matlab code, should that
be desired.

6.2 Further development

One idea to improve the performance of the implementation would be to work
with more than one scale factor in the Data processing phase. For example,
one scale factor for each of the x-, y- and z-directions would provide a more
accurate starting point before applying the landmark displacements.

We also thought of making a more realistic rubber mask model by varying
the stiffness of the springs depending on the physical properties of a human
face. A spring representing the nasal bone would be more stiff than a spring
representing something softer, like a cheek or a lip, for example. This would
be mask specific and therefore introduce a lot more manual work for each
new mask, especially so for detailed masks. It would, however, only have to
be done once for each mask. Another way to make the mask more realistic
would be to add flexural rigidity to the mask by using multipe mesh layers,
for exmple as described in [6]. A realistic rubber mask would be useful in
particular when trying to fit a known face to different facial expressions.

Different forms of force fields could be tested to find an ideal one, and
the same goes for the other parameters in the force field calculation, such as
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number of iterations and number of nearest neighbours taken into account.
It would also be interesting to try an adaptive nearest neighbour search,
where the number of neighbours varies with the vertices of the mask. For a
mask vertex on a flat surface a larger number of neighbours would be used
to achieve a smoother surface, while for a vertex on a sharper edge of the
face a smaller number of neighbours would give a closer fit.

A different type of development would be to combine our model of adapt-
ing a defined mesh mask to scan data with objects other than faces. Any
object with an appearance generic enough to make it possible to create a
mask for it, and some characteristic yet well defined features which can be
used as landmarks, should in theory be compatible with our model.

7 Conclusion
In its current state our approach to a physics-based model for fitting a mesh
to facial scan data, with a mesh built of springs and simulated mechanical
forces fitting the mesh to data, needs some improvements but has potential
and appears to be viable. The amount of manual input required in order to
fit a given mask to scan data is small, which was one of the primary goals
with the implementation. We have identified and number of possible ways
to improve the overall quality of the end result.
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